
MENS REA



Mens Rea: Culpable State of Mind

• Knowingly 

• Recklessly

• Strict liability
• Public welfare offenses

• Regulatory

• Need not have harm from violation

• Small penalty

• Vicarious liability



“I’m young & I want to spray paint”

Statute makes it a misdemeanor ($1,000 fine) to sell spray paint to 
persons under 22 without checking ID to make sure person it over 18. 
Bob is 20-year-old undercover cop who looks 24, and who buys spray 
paint. Statute silent on issue of mens rea. D sells without checking ID. 
He reasonably thinks Bob is 23. May D be convicted?



Typical Clues to Strict Liability

Issue is “what did legislature intend?” Clues pointing towards strict 
liability:

• Regulatory flavor

• No harm need occur from violation itself

• Small penalty (e.g. misdemeanor w/o jail)

• Small reputational harm to D



Answer to Hypo

•Yes, liability.
1. Regulatory flavor (focus on commercial activity).

2. No necessary harm (teen might not spray).

3. Small penalty (fine only).

4. Little or no reputational harm to D on conviction. So odds are, legislature 
intended strict liability, in which case D can be convicted even though his 
beliefs were reasonable.



Mistake

• Not a separate “doctrine”.

• Use to determine if D had requisite mens rea for crime.

• See if particular mistake blocked element from being satisfied.



Mistake Examples

• It is a crime to “knowingly possess a controlled substance.”
• Mistake #1: D thinks he has baby powder.

• Mistake #2: D thinks he has heroin and he has cocaine.



“I didn’t know that…”

Same facts as spray paint hypo. But assume statute applies only to one 
who “knowingly” fails to require ID before selling spray paint to 
under-22. D just started on job, doesn’t know that reg. requires ID 
check for under 22s. Is D liable for selling to 20-yr-old undercover w/o 
ID, even if D knows he is under 20?



Answer to Hypo

No.

This crime is defined to require intent.

If defendant doesn’t know he is supposed to check IDs, he is not guilty 

of statute.



Mistake of Law

Generally, NOT a defense.

If you misread the law or don’t know about it, you’re stuck.

Only a defense if you need to “knowingly” violate a regulation.



Concurrence

Concurrence required between mental state and actus reus.

• Critical moment is the moment of the actus reus – the requisite 
mental state must exist at that instant.

• E.g., D takes an umbrella without realizing it is someone else’s. Later 
he realizes.



“Don’t Eat the Cookies!”

D mails cookies to V that D knows contains peanuts 
(not on label). D knows V has severe peanut allergy, 
intends to put V in hospital. D changes mind, 
frantically tries to get cookies out of V’s locked 
mailbox, but can’t; leaves warning (“Don’t eat the 
cookies”) that V doesn’t see. V eats, gets allergy, 
hospitalized for 1 week. 

Battery?



Answer

• Yes! Only real issue is concurrence. But required concurrence is 
between mental state and actus reus, not between mental state and 
harm.

• Doesn’t matter that he later changed his mind.


